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A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL EARNINGS

Shozo INOUE

Introduction :

Statement of The Problem

The seniority wage is one of the key descriptive terms of

Japanese employment practices. The principle of the seniority wage is

that a worker joins the enterprise at a relatively low starting rate,

related to age or seniority and educational standard, which rises

gradually until retirement age. A rough correspondence between

efficiency and age or seniority is assumed. As worker's status is

closely associated with his seniority, the firm's work force organiza-

tion is called nenko ioretsu (ranking by years of service). As wage

is also closely associated with his seniority, it is called the nenko

(seniority) wage.

This practice of remuneration is often misinterpreted. The

subject of this study is to analyse the determinants of the individual

earnings.

According to human capital theory (Mincer 1962", Becker 1964),

investment in the training of an employee increases its future

productivity. If the market value of the employee reflects its future

productivity, investment reduces its earnings during the training but

increases them at later stages. Thus, its earnings profile will

become steeper than that of an untrained workers.1 Further, Becker

(1964) classified the types of training into two categories, "general"

and "specific, " and elaborated the relationships between the types of
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training and the earnings profiles. 2 

According to Becker ， the firm bears the cost of specific train-

ing because this type of training is useful only within it. As a 

result ， the firm will make efforts to retain the trained workers at 

least untill the firm collects returns from the investment. These 

employer efforts may reduce layoffs and quits of the workers with 

specific training. 3 The earnings profile of the workers with spe-

cific training may deviate from their productivity and become flatter 

than their productivity profiles when the firm does not fully compen-

sate their service knowing that firm-specific skill does not help them 

move to their firms. 4 

An early attempt to apply human capital theory to the analysis 

of Japanese wages shows that the theory was relevant to the age-

earnings profiles (Sano and Nakamura 1970).5 Stoikov (1973) argues 

that ， in contrast to the predictions from the 且皇且kQtheory of wages ， 

previous work experience is quite important and substitutable ， to a 

great extent ， for length of service. 6 Comparing the earnings pro-

files between the U.S. and Japan ， Kuratani (1973) and Shimada (1981) 

conclude that the firm specific experience is more important in 

determining Japanese earnmings profiles than U.S.7 

Hashimoto (1979) discusses that the magnitude of bonus payments 

relative to earnings increases in association with increased profita-

bility of investment in on-the-job training ， formal schooling ， age and 

other relevant variables. 8 The study clarifies the point that 

Japanese wages contain flexible portions. 

The basic drawback ofall of these empirical studies is in the 

operational variables by which they measure human capital. They 
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a-priori regard length of service as a proxy for specific human 

capital. Evidently ， not all portions of the length of service are 

firm-specific. The degree of firm-specificity of work experience may 

vary from job to job. Moreover ， the length of service with all 

previous employers is usually regarded as -general training ， -and that 

with the current employer as -firm-specific.- If a worker leaves the 

current firm in the future ， the work experience will be reclassified 

as -general. - Therefore ， the distinction between the two types of 

training is more or less arbitrary. In addition ， a worker may have 

been out of work prior to current employment. This non-investing 

period cannot be distinguished from the investing one in the data used 

for all the above cited wage studies. 9 

The implicit assumption underlying the earnings function in 

these studies is that earnings are the same for all individuals with 

the same measurable human capital. Even if their human capital are 

the same ， however ， performance may vary from person to person depend-

ing upon differences in ， among others ， economic motivation ， and 

responses to personnel administration or other organizational 

climates. Therefore ， earnings can vary among workers who are endowed 

with the same stock of human capital. Influences of organizational 

variables upon the performance of individual workers with equivalent 

human capital and their different responses to the same economic 

incentive are ignored by the above-mentioned studies. 10 It is clear 

that further empirical investigations are in order. 
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An Analvtical Framework 

In this study ， employment relationship is regarded as an eco- . 

nomic transaction which involves an implicit contract between a.firm 

and its workers. 11 In labor markets where labor is heterogeneous ， a 

firm may not readily be able to ascertain a worker ・s productive 

performance in advance of employment. This uncertainty and variabi-

lity of productive performance will rule out an auction market for 

labor. 12 In addition ， when the labor markets is not perfect ， as 

actual labor markets are imperfect ， labor mobility is associated with 

some costs ， and the firm enjoys some freedom at setting wages and 

employment strategies. The firm will try to reduce employment insta-

bility in order to maximize the present value of expected profit ， if 

the risk-reducing policy is the least costly way.13 If workers at 

the same time are risk averse ， i.e. ， they prefer stable income and job 

security ，14 interaction between employer strategy and worker prefe-

rences will result in sticky wages and stable employement. Labor 

services are not auctioned off in spot markets but rented for a 

"reasonable" period of time in terms mutually expected implicitly. 

Economic rationale for implicit contract of employment has been 

discussed ， but on what basis will the duration of employment ， wage 

schedules and othertransaction costs associated with utilizing the 

internal work force be decided? Or ， 'why are different contractual 

arrangements made when actors "are under a similar economic 

environment? Mathematical formulations capture transaction cost 

phenomena ， but they seem to place too muchenphasis on risk sharing 

arrangements. 15 Transaction cost approaches to implicit employment 



contracts seem to yield straight forward testable hypotheses ， even 

though a consensus on transaction costs may be lacking. 16 

In a labor market for contracs with a risk-sharing arrangement ， 

employment relations involve two transactions; a firm rents property 

rights of labor service from its employees ， and offers them ， in 
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return ， insurance of employment security. Contracts ， therefore ， 

includes an employment schedule and an payment schedule adjusted by an 

implicit insurance policy. Transaction costs may include expenses 

associated with negotiation and enforcement of the contract ， for 

example ， costs of bringing agents together ， acquiring information 

about the terms of exchange ， drawing and enforcing contracts ， and 

foregone products due to spoilage during the arrangements of 

transactions. An employer as a profit maximizer will try to minimize 

transaction costs associated with recruitment ， screening and monitor-

ing ， in addition to labor costs associated with training and reward-

ing ， other things being equal. 

In order to achieve this goal at a given time ， the employer will 

carefully screen job applicants and try to identify and hire those who 

are likely to welcome its employment and wage policies. It will also 

establish training programs in such a way that minimizes the training 

costs. Further ， it will remunerate its employees in response to their 

long-term contribution. 17 

In the following sections ， elements of a firm's cost-minimizing 

behavior with respect to wage payments will be analyzed on the basis 

of above mentioned framework of economic organization. A hypothesis 

which will be tested concerns firm ・s reward systems: Economic varia-

bles representing individual employees ・human capital will be respon-
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sive to variations in individual earnings. Coefficients of the 

explanatory variables will show a positive sign and be statistically 

significant to the extent that employers are economically rational. 

The Model and The Data 

The compressed earnings function of the following form will be esti-

mated: 

lnY=so 十戸t(EDUC)+s2 (LOS)+s3 (EXP)+s4 CEV 札)十日sC 以p2)

+s6 (2 ・LOS. EXP+LOS 2)+e 、、，
J

a--E・
〆，‘、

where 

Y earnings'of the individual employees ， 

EDUC = years of formal schooling ， 

1工お lengthof service with the current employer Cin years) ， 

EXP work experience elsewhere (in'years) ， and 

EVAL = merit rating points under the current employer. 

The basic form of this function is developed by Kuratani (1973) on the 

basis of his theoretical considerations in the sharing of costs and 

returns associated with training investment behavior. 

The first three independent variables are commonly used in an 

earnings function; years of formal schooling C印 UC)and previous work 

experience transferred to the current employer (EXP) are the indices 

for general training ， and length of service with the current firm 

(LOS) is for specific training. 18 The expected sign of the coeffic-

ients ， st ， s2 ， and s3 are positive ， but ss and s6 are negative. .The 

value of s2 is expected to be greater than s3 ・

The variable EVAL is an invention introduced here in order to 
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analyze individual workers ・responses to wage incentives which com-

prise a portion of assessment rates in the job-skill component. 

Workers with identical investment in formal schooling and post school 

training may respond to wage incentives in different ways as a result 

of individual differences in responses to work setting or to personnel 

administration ， and in morale. The variable captures residuals of 

conventional earnings function which contain such human capital 

variables as schooling and work experience alone. The effect of this 

variable is assumed to be linear and independent .of the other varia-

bles. 

The data for this variable are obtained from individual workers' 

merit rating points on the assumption that the firm's merit ratings 

correctly represent performance of the workers. All male employees ， 

both blue-collar and white-collar workers ， are evaluated twice a year 

under the merit rating scheme. The better one ・s performance is ， the 

higher is his score. Therefore ， the sign of the coefficient s4 should 

be positive. 

A question to be explained is whether or not the variable ， EVAL ， 

is statistically significant ， i.e. ， whether the addition of this 

variable to the earnings function is relevant to the variations in the 

earnings. If it is statistically significant ， one may conclude that 

the variations in the individual earnings are explained by ， in addi-

tion to human capital stock ， the variable which explicitly measures 

different responses of the employees with equivalent human capital to 

incentive earnings. 

The dependent variables are the monthly basic salaries or the 

annual earnings of the individual employees. 19 The variables are in 
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units of natural log. As bonus payments contain greater.proportions 

of incentive rates than monthly basic earnings do ， the value of the 

coefficient s4 in annual earnings function.should be greater than in 

monthly salaries function. Analyses of both monthly salaries and 

annual earningswill clarify this point. 

The analysis will be limited to a Japanese firm in the basic 

steel industry which has a long history of 且皇nkQemployment 

practices. An establishment (which shall stay annonymous and shall be 

called Establishment Alpha hereafter) of a firm engaged in basic steel 

production is studied. 

Equation (1) will be applied to the male white-collar workers 

and the male blue-collar workers. The variables EDUC and EVAL are 

dropped in the case of the female white-collar workers ， because 99 

percent of them are high school graduates and their merit rating 

points are not available. 

Ordinary least square regressions are used on the cross-section 

observations of the 1，135 individual employees for the male white-

collar workers ， 5，278 for the male blue-collar workers ， and 279 for 

the female white-collar workers. They constitute the entire work 

force of Establishment Alpha. Well-behaved residuals are assumed. 

The regression results on the male white-collar workers are 

shown in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 contains the results on monthly 

basic salaries and Table 2 annual earnings. 

The results are similar between the monthly salaries and the 
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annual earnings. All the estimated coefficients are highly 

significant ，20 and the variations in individual earnings are accounted 

for by the combination of the human capital variables and the merit 

ratings. The signs of the coefficients meet the expected signs; the 

variable of formal schooling (EDUC) ， length of service (LβS) ， previous 

work experience 回P) ，and merit rating (EVAL) are positive. The 

quadratic terms are negativ~ ， which means that work experience 

elsewhere is not rewarding if it is too long 21 and that the marginal 

rates of return to firm-specificwork experience diminishes as one.s 

TABLE 1 

REGRESSIONS ON MONTHLY BASIC SALAR 工ES
MALE WHITE-COLLAR WORKERS 

1 2 3 4 5 

CON5TANT I 11.50638 10.91456 10.61542 10.42325 10.50697 

EDUC 0.04904 0.06314 0.07911 0.08265 0.07758 
(0.00323) (0~00148) (0.00122) (0.00115) (0.00119) . 

L05 0.03896 0.03994 0.06191 0.05981 
(0.00059) (0.00044) (0.00126 ) (0.00122) 

EXP 0.02813 0.05425 0.05110 
(0.00093) (0.00219) (0.00211) 

EVAL 0.01328 
(0.00122) 

EXP
2 

ー0.00074 ー0.00066
(0.00009) (0.00009) 

L05
2 + -0.00063 -0.00064 

2.L05 ・EXP (0.00003) (0.00003 ) 

R
2 

0.16923 0.82802 0.90525 0.92734 0.93427 
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NOTE: 恒1e number of. observation is 1135 individual emp10yees. 
Standard errors are in parentheses. 

The independEmt variab1es are ， 
EDUC; years of formal schooling ， 
IρS; . length of service with the current employer ， 
EXP; years of work experience elsewhere ， and 
EVAL; performance ratings. 

Salaries in natural log. 

T姐 LE2

REGRESSIONS ON ANNUAL EARN 工NGS
MALE WHITE-COLLAR W<コRKERS

1 2 3 4 

CONSTANT 14.41257 13.74220 13.40021 13.15678 

EDUC 0.05478 0.07075 0.08900 0.09378 
(0.00370) (0.00178) (0.00152) (0.00144) 

LOS 0.04413 0.04525 0.07202 
(0.00071) (0.00055) (0.00158) 

日CP 0.03216 0.06592 
(0.00115) (0.00274) 

EVAL 

EXP
2 -0.00101 

(0.00012) 

LOS
2 + -0.00076 

2.L05 ・EXP (0.00004) 

R
2 

0".16184 0.80978 0.88716 0.91279 

NOTE: See 廿1e note to Table 1. 

5 

13.28937 

0.08574 
(0.00144) 

0.06868 
(0.00148) 

0.06095 
(0.00255 ) 

0.02103 
(0.00148) 

-0.00088 
(0.00011 ) 

ー0.00078
(0.00004) 

0.92610 



length of service increases. 22 

Formal schooling alone accounts for 17 percent of the variations 

in the monthly basic salaries and for 16 percent in the case of annual 

earnings. 23 Formal schooling and length of service together explains 

the majority of the variations in individual earnings; 83 percent in 

the case of monthly salaries ， and 81 percent in the case of annual 

earnings. The sharp increase in the explanatory power is credited to 

the latter variable ， i.e. ， LOS ， although the increase in the earnings 

due to a unit increase in L(お are less than those which are due to an 

increase in EDUC.24 

Equations (3) through (5) show that work experience with the 

current firm (Lよお is more rewarding than work experience elsewhere 

(EXP) both in the case of the monthly salaries and the annual 

earnings. This means that firm-specific experience is more valuable 

than general experience. Monthly salaries reach the peak at forty-six 

years of service and annual earnings at forty-four years of service. 25 

As the mandatory retirement age is fifty-five ， workers ・earnings keep 

rising until retirement. 

The annual earnings of new employees with college education are 

greater than those of employees who have accumulated four years of 

length ofservice after completing high school education. The diffe-

rence ， however ， does not make up the costs associated with college 

education. 26 This is to say ， investment in higher education is 

rewarded to a limited extent. 

The inclusion of the variable ， merit rating (EVAL) ， increases 

the explained variation of the earnings by .00693 (.8 percent) for the 

monthly salaries (Equation 4 vs. Equation 5 in Table 1) and by .01331 

51 
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(1.5 percent) for the annual earnings (Equation 4 vs. Equation 5 in 

Table 2). One-point increase in merit rating contributes to 1.3 

percent increase in the monthly salaries and to 2.1 percent increase 

in the annual earnings.αnission of this variable biases upwards the 

effects of investment in education and postschool training. The 

higher sensitivity of the annual earnings than the monthly salaries 

suggests that the firm maintain flexibility in wage costs by adjusting 

bonus payments in response to individual worker's performance. 

Table 3 and Table 4 contain the regression results for the 

blue-collar workers. Table 3 has to do with monthly basic salaries 

and Table 4 annual earnings. 

The results on the monthly salaries and the annual earnings are 

similar. All the coefficients are significant ， and the variations in 

the earnings are well explained by the sets of the human capital 

variables and the merit rating. The sign of the coefficients are as 

expected. The earnings profile are concave downward with respect to 

length of service or previous work experience ， reflecting diminishing 

marginal returns to training. Monthly salaries peak at fifty-one 

years of service and annual earnings at forty-four. 27 Their earn-

ings ， therefore ， continue to rise until retirement. 

Firm-specific work experience is more important than previous 

work experience as a determinant of the individual earnings. These 

two types of work experience ， however ， are more important than com-

pletely general training like.formal schooling. These results ， 

therefore ， show that the most important determinant of the blue-collar 

earnings is firm-specific work experience as a series of on-the-job 



TABLE 3 

REGRESSIONS ON MONTHLY BASIC SALARIES 
MALE BWE-COLLAR WORI 包RS

1 2 3 

CONSTANT I 11.53166 11.49943 11.47686 

EDUC 0.00622 0.00627 0.00616 
(0.00066) (0.00062) (0.00058) 

LOS 0.03279 0.04068 0.03674 
(0.00014) (0.00032) (0.00034) 

EXP 0.00965 0.01475 0.01691 
(0.00019) (0.00044) (0.00043) 

EVAL 0.01721 
(0.00069) 

EXp 2 
-0.00014 -0.00020 
(0.00003) (0.00003) 

LOS
2 
+ -0.00027 ー0.00036

2.LOS ・EXP (0.00001) (0.00001) 

R
2 

0.93108 0.94008 0.94635 

NαTE: The nunber of observations is 5278 individual 
employees. Standard erros are in par モntheses.

See the note to Table 1. 

training organized to promote the workers on the skill ladder step by 

step. 

The inclusion of the variable ， EVAL ， increases the explained 

variations in the individual earnings by .00627 (.7 percent) for the 

monthly basic salariesand by .00949 (1.0 percent) for the annual 

earnings. One-point increase in merit rating increases the monthly 

53 
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TABLE 4 

REGRESSIONS ON ANNUAL EARNINGS 
MALE BllA-COLLAR WO Rl伍RS

1 2 3 

CONSTANT 14.36389 14.32389 14.13904 

EDUC 0.00659 0.00662 0.00647 
(0.00 0.81) (0.00076) (0.00071) 

LOS 0.03638 0.04630 0.04088 
(0.00017) (0.00040) (0.00042) 

.EXP 0.01060 0.01684 0.01980 
(0.00024) (0.00055) (0.00052) 

EVAL 0.02369 
(0.00003) 

EXP
2 

-0.00017 ー0.00025
(0.00003) (0.00003) 

LOS
2 + -0.00034 ー0.00046

2.LOS ・EXP (0.00001) (0.00001) 

R
2 

0.91527 0.92654 0.93603 

NOTE: See the note to Table 1. 
官1e number of ofservation is 5278. 

salaries by 1.7 percent and the annual earnings by 2.4 percent. The 

influence of this variable ， EVAL ， appears to be greater on the annual 

earnings than on the monthly. 

Table 5 presents the .results on the monthly basic salaries of 

the female white-collar workers ， and Table 6 on their annual 

earnings. The coefficient for the sum of the quadratic term of length 

of service and interaction term of work experience elsewhere and 

length of service is not statistically significant ， but all the other 
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coefficients are significantand have expected signs in both monthly 

and annual earnings. The explanatory power of the independent varia-

bles is high. 

The length of service alone explains 85 percent of the varia-

tions in the monthly salaries and 60 percent of the variations in the 

annual earnings. The increment of monthly salaries due to a one-year 

increase in length of service (1 工お is greater than that due to a 

one-year increase in work experience elsewhere transferred to the 

TABLE n 

REGRESSIONS ON MONTHLY BAS 工CS 泣..ARIES
FE1司ALE WH 工TE-COLLAR WO Rl包RS

1 2 3 4 

CONSTANT 11 1.37553 11.35509 11.35349 11.35361 

LOS I 0.04449 0.04166 0.04169 0.03590 
(0.00111) (0.00076 ) (0.00076) (0.00325 ) 

EXP 0.03102 0.03513 0.03778 
(0.00168) (0.00267 ) (0.00302) 

EXp 2 
ー0.00165 ー0.00328
(0.00083) (0.00122) 

LOS
2 + 0.00112 

2・LOS ・目白 (0.00061) 

R2 0.85281 0.93413 0.93506 0.93548 

NOTE: 由le number of observations is 279 individual 
emp1oyees. The .99 teroent of them 紅、e senior high school 
graduates. Standard errors are in pa 工モntheses.
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TABLE 6 

REGRESSIONS ON ANNUAL EARNINGS 
F百~ WHITE-COLLAR woru包RS

1 2 3. 4 

CONSTANT I 14.22509 14.17852 14.16132 14.16125 

LOS I 0.05710 0.05066 0.05098 0.05410 
(0.00282) (0.00215) (0.00193) (0.00834) 

EXP 0.07067 0.11480 0.11337 
(0.00476) (0.00680) (0.00775) 

EXp 2 -0.01773 ー0.01685
(0.00213) (0.00312) 

LOS
2 + ー0.00060

2.LOS.EXP (0.00156) 

R
2 0.77540 0.82068 0.82078 

NO 四E: See the note to Table 5. 

current employer (EXP) (Equation 2 or 3 in Table 5). An increase in 

work experience affects the annual earnings much more greatly than an 

increase in length of service does. The percentage increment in the 

explained variance by experience elsewhere (EXP) is about 30 percent 

for the annual earnings and 10 percent for the monthly salaries 

(Equation 2 vs. Equation 1 in Table 5 or Table 6). The larger sensi-

tivity of the annual earnings than the monthly salaries to experience 

elsewhere (EXP) means that general human capital is rewarded by higher 

earnings in the case of female employees. This is not true with male 

employees as mentioned before. 

The elasticity of annual earnings with respect to transferred 
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experience (EXP) is greater than that of monthly earnings. 28 Because 

major difference between the monthly basic salaries and the annual 

earnings is due to the bonus payments ， general work experience seems 

to be highly valued as a basis for female employees' bonus payments. 

The above results point to considerable similarities in determi-

nants of the earnings profiles across different types of labor force; 

the human capital variables are powerful explanatory variables for 

variations in indivisual earnings for each major grouping of workers ， 

male blue-collar ， male white-collar ， or female white-collar workers. 

But the same 釧 ount of education is not rewarded the same way between 

males and females. This means that the employees are differentiated 

to a great extent according to sex and that the rules of wage deter ‘mi-

nation have been well established ， subject to the status and sex 

differentiation ， and well implemented. 

To recapitulate importance of the explanatory variables ， firm-

specific experience (1 よお) is a significant variable in explaining the 

variations in the earnings of any category of the workers. 29 On the 

other hand ， as a determinant of the earnings of the white-collar 

workers ， general training by formal schooling for male workers and by 

previous work experience for female workers perform better in sta-

tistical explanation than firm-specific skill. 

In order to clarify the influence of differences in individual 

upon earnings ， the bonus-monthly salary ratios (B /M) are regressed on 

merit rating and length of service. 30 Bonus payments related to the 

length of service are negotiated between the firm and the union. 

Determinants of the bonus payments include individual merit rating and 

group incentive rating. The employer adjusts portions of bonus 
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payments according to these variables. 31 The higher these ratings ， 

the greater the bonus payments ， and therefore ， the higher the (B /M) 

ratio is. 

The explanatory variables of the ratios are workers ・merit

rating score and length of service. The merit rating score has a 

direct bearing on bonus payments because. according to the bonus 

payments rule ， the score is linked to both of the determinants. The 

variable ， length of service ， is an explanatory variable because longer 

work experience with the current employer will result in greater 

familiarization with work and greater skill accumulation ， which may 

enable a worker to obtain higher merit rating score. 

The regression results are listed below: 

(1) (B ;M)ω=.4194*+.0499 キ(EV 札) 長2=.5981

(2) (B ;M)b=.2788*+.0036 本 (LOS) R2=.2432 

(3) (B ;M )w= . 6389 牢(EV 札)+.30a 宇(1応) R2=.6714 

(4 ) (B ;M )b=. 3071牢(EV 札)+.3719 キ(LOS) 長2=.4398

where (B /M) is the ratios of the annual bonuspayments to the monthly 

total salaries ， and the subscript ωstands for the white-collar 

workers and b for the blue-collar workers. All the coefficients are 

significant at the 1 percent level (the asterisk sign * indicates the 

significance level of 1 percent). 

Equations (1) and (2) show that ， for male white-collar workers ， 

the variables that explain the largest portion of variations in 

bonus-earnings ratios (B /M) is merit rating (EVAL) ， and for male 

blue-collar workers ， length of service (LOS). This result indicates 

that individual performance is more important ， for white-collar and 



group performance for blue-collar. The importance of group perform-

ance seems to be attributable to the production system which requires 

team work. 

Equations (3) and (4) show the standardized regression results. 

An increase by one deviation in merit rating (EVAL) increases the 

bonus ratio by .64 for the white-collar workers and by .31 for ， the 

blue-collar workers. A similar increase in length of service (LOS) 

increases the bonus ratio by .30 for the white-collar workers and 

by .37 for the blue-collar workers. The merit rating play a greater 

role in determining the bonus-earnings ratios (as measured) of the 

white-collar workers. 32 It is clear that the bonus-earnings ratios 

for white-collar and blue-collar are explained by the two variables 

and that the relative importance of the variables differs subject to 

the category of the workers ， i.e. ， white-collar of blue-collar. 

Conclusion 

This study is about the determinants of individual earnings. 
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The Mincer-type earnings functions are estimated to clarify to what 

extent the human capital variables and a new motivational variable are 

relevant to individual earnings. 

The human capital variables in this study are in two categories 

of indices ， i.e. ， one captures "general" human capital endowments and 

the other "firm-specific" human capital."General ・human capital 

contains two variables ， years of formal schooling (EDUC) ， and years of 

work experience elsewhere (EXP). "Firm-specific" human capital con-

tains a variable ， length of service with the current employer (LOS). 
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These human capital variables are ，often used by studies in earnings ， 

but do not depict differences in the performance ofworkers with 

identical investments in schooling and postschool training. 

A new variable introduced here is designed to capture different 

responses of individual workers with identical human capital towage 

incentives as'a result of differences in morale ， and in perception of 

the work setting or of the firm's personnel administration. The 

operational data for 、this variable are merit rating scores (EVAL) of 

the male employees. It is assumed that the firm's rating data cor-

rectly represent differences of individuals 、and that EVAL is indepen-

dent from other explanatory variables. : 

The data were obtained from the records on the individual 

employees at Establishment Alpha of a Japanese iron and steel firm. 

Ordinary 、least square regressionsare run on the inter-personal data 

of the monthly salaries in 1977 and the annual earnings for April 1976 

- March 19rJ. 

The regression results of the earnings function clearly indicate 

that the human capital variables as a whole are relevant to the study 

of variations in the individual earnings of structured groups of 

workers ， male blue-collar ， male white-collar ‘， and female white-

collar. This ， supportsthe hypothesis that the earnings of the firm 

are decide on an'economically rational basis. 

Firm-specific workexperience (LQS) among the independent ‘varia-

bles is themost relevant variable to the explanation of the earnings 

of all the three categoriesof workers ，as mentioned above. The firm 

places high values on specifichuman capital. 

As a determinant of the white-collar earnings ， general training 



is also important when the other variables are kept constant ， .i.e. ， 

investment in formal schooling (EDUC)for male white~collar ， and 

investment in general work experience (EXP) for female whi .te-:-collar 

workers. 
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For male earnings ， merit rating (EVAL) ， which is a new variable 

used in this study for the first time ， is found to be more relevant to 

the annual earnings than to the monthly.salaries. This is because the 

firm rewards better employees by paying larger bonuses. The firm 

reserves flexible portions in the wage payments by adjusting bonuses 

which ， on the average ，制ount to about a third of annual earnings. 

。nission of merit rating (EVAL) biases upwards the effects of the 

conventional human capital variables on individual earnings. Individ-

ual employees with similar human capital do respond in different ways 

to wage incentives. 

The bonus-monthly salary ratios (B /M) are regressed on merit 

rating (EVAL) and length of service (LOS) in order to analyze the 

effects of individual performance and firm-specific skills. The 

results are that the bonus-salary ratios are explained by these 

variables ， and that individual performance more strongly influence the 

bonus-salary ratios of the white-collar workers than those of the 

blue-collar workers ， and that These findings appear to show that job 

competition among white-collar is severer than among blue-collar ， and 

that the firm differentiates these two types of work force in its 

compensation schemes. 

The findings clearly show that the firm differentiates its work 

force into three groups and perpetuates their subιmarkets within its 

internal labor market. Earnings are determined on the basis of the 
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similar variables across the groups but with different weights; the 

conventional human capital variables are important determinants and 

the motivational variablecaptures essential portions of the 

residuals. The sub-markets for male white-collar and male blue-collar 

workers are interrelated with each other by the firm's formal classif-

ication examinations forwhich employees with certain years of service 

are eligible to apply and switch their career tracks. In contrast ， 

male and female sub markets are independent of each other. 
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